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Introduction
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Inclusive education means that all students attend and are welcomed by their neighborhood 
schools in age-appropriate, regular classes and are supported to learn, contribute and 
participate in all aspects of the life of the school.

Inclusive education is about ensuring access to quality education for all students by effectively 
meeting their diverse needs in a way that is responsive, accepting, respectful and supportive. 
Students participate in the education program in a common learning environment with support 
to diminish and remove barriers and obstacles that may lead to exclusion.
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“INCLUSI
ON IS 

ESSENTI
AL FOR 

A 
SOCIETY 
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Need
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Education provides a ‘way of living’ and therefore no one should be 
estranged from this privilege. But some things are easier said than 
done and therefore, the harsh reality hits hard when we look at the 
DISABLED section of our society, who from centuries have struggled 
to gain access to education. As per the WORLD REPORT ON 
DISABILITY about 15% of the world population lives with some form 
of disability and an estimated of about 150 million of them have 
faced exclusion in educational opportunities, in the era of 
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION.
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“
“If we teach today as we 
taught yesterday, we rob 

our children of 
tomorrow.” 

                                                                                                                   
– John Dewey
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Adaptation and Accomdation

ADAPTATION

Adaptations  are changes in the way instruction 
and assessment are carried out to allow a 
learner equal opportunity to demonstrate 
mastery of concepts and achieve the desired 
learning outcomes. They are made to meet a 
student’s needs as identified on an 
individualized education plan.

ACCOMODATION

Accommodations is a type of adaptation that 
creates a personal learning environment for a 
child by altering instruction, classroom 
environment, assessment and/or other 
materials and attributes in order to provide a 
student with a disability an equal opportunity 
to participate in class activities and 
demonstrate knowledge and skills.
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“
 “It is not the strongest of the 
species that survives, nor the 
most intelligent. It is the one 

that is most adaptable to 
change.”

 -Charles Darwin
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Adaption and Accomodation may 
involve use of: 
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Compensatory  
Activity
(Additional activities and 
technology to cater disabled 
children).

Modified Instruction 
Techniques 
(In classroom)

Flexible 
Administrative  
Practice 

 (In administrative level)

Modified Academic  
Requirements 
 (Curriculum changes).



Some Common Examples:
✔ Accessible  classroom location 
✔ Advance notice  of assignments 
✔ Alternative  ways of completing  assignments  eg – oral 

presentation v/s written paper 
✔  Assistive  computer technology 
✔ Assistive  listening  devices
✔  Auxiliary  aids and services
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✔Course or program modifications

✔ Document conversion 

✔ Test modifications 

✔ Time extensions 

✔ Tapped lectures 

✔ Teaching  aids 

✔ Study skills and  strategies training



Curricular Accomodations

Multi-level and Flexible
Meet varied needs and capacities of the 
students.

Simple
Should provide more skills that may 
make them independent in life.

Cooperative
Opportunities to learn the art of social 
interation and team effort.
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Adequate facilities
Provision and effective usage of the 
needed resources.

Teaching aids
Lessons to be made effective and 
interesting. 

Participation in games
Should be encouraged keeping in mind 
their physical and mental abilities. 



Cont.

Providing  reading  material
Availability as per the diverse needs and 
interests of the students. Eg. Braille.

Participation in co curricular  
activities
Must be organised for all, and students 
should be allowed and encuraged to 
participate. 
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Instructional Accommodations

Cooperative  learning  group
Develop skills of working together, and 
learn to respect and accept each other. 

Activity  based learning
Inegrate knowledge with activity to provide 
rich sensory learning experience. 

Whole language 
Developing understanding of word’s 
meaning,, phonetics,  grammar, 
spelling, punctuation .
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Skill matrix
Learning occurs in the context in which 
the skill is practiced. Used to achieve 
social and behavioral goals.

Differentiated instruction
Address different learning styles,  
allow diversity, foster social growth 
and cater all individual needs. 

Peer tutoring
Partner learning or peer support- 
assist each other in learning.



Cont.

Data  based or 
outcome based 
instruction models.
The desired outcome is 
selected first and then 
instructions should be 
plannedto support the 
intended outcome.

Teaching Strategies 

Change traditional strategies 
to encourage child’s ability to 
participate by simplifying 
directions, use concrete 
matrial, verbal prompts etc.  

Adaptation to the 
method of responding 
Sometimes children may 
understand a concept, yet 
need an adaptation in the way 
they demonstrate that 
knowledge. 
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Disability Specific 
Accommodation and 
Adaptation
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Assistive Technology 
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Assistive technology refers to the devices and services that are used to increase, 
maintain, or improve the capabilities of a student with a disability (Dell, Newton, & 
Petroff, 2012). While the phrase assistive technology may make us think of 
computers and computerized devices, assistive technology can also be very 
low-tech. For example, pencil-grips (the molded plastic grips that slip over a 
pencil) are considered assistive technology. Assistive technology that helps 
students with learning disabilities includes computer programs and tablet 
applications that provide text-to-speech (e.g., Kurzweil 3000), speech-to-text 
(e.g., Dragon Naturally Speaking), word prediction capabilities (e.g., WordQ), and 
graphic organizers (e.g., Inspiration).



I don’t have a dis-ability, I have a different-ability.”    Robert M. Hensel
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“
“Education is for improving 
the lives of others and for 

leaving your community and 
world better than you found 

it.”
 -Marian Wright Edelman
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Conclusion 
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✔Simply put, curricular adaptations allow students 
with disabilities to participate in inclusive environments by 
compensating for learners' weaknesses.

✔Adaptations  are changes in the way instruction and assessment 
are carried out to allow a learner equal opportunity to 
demonstrate mastery of concepts and achieve the desired 
learning outcomes. They are made to meet a student’s needs.

✔They are intended to help students overcome or work around their 
disability and fully access the general education curriculum, 
without changing the instructional content.
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